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Singularity is real. By virtue of second law
of thermodynamics it is inevitable. In the
absence of Truth it creates fear. In
thermodynamics it emerged as Heat Death
of the universe. In General Relativity it
emerged as the point to which all the
matter collapses in time to take new birth
[Big bang]. In modern world, it is the
Black Hole into which all the information
collapses. From the point of biology and
evolutionist, it becomes the point where
machines grow to beat the potentiality of
Human mind and makes him slave. All this
potentially fearful thinking emerges, from
our basic vision and assumption that
universe is material. These fears vanish and
hope emerges the moment you switch your
fundamental assumption that universe is
material and think it as living conscious
and intelligent being. Then all the
conceptual thinking of singularity becomes
valid as a Living Science, centered on one
Super Soul and Mind that Creates and
controls everything. We discover a new
field called Consciousness that supports the
Universe, with anti-gravitational property.
Our present evolution of the universe
becomes a journey of the Creator in time to
awaken
human
consciousness
and
intelligence to meet the Mind of God or the
Creator, such that we humans beat death
and gain life. We are approaching the Gate
of Singularity and Truth is the Key to open
the door to enter the Golden Age or
Kingdom of God. We are in the edge of
death and destruction, the more we delay
comprehending the Truth greater will be
the destruction. Universe needs to be
understood
as
Consciousness
and
intelligence [Information] unfolding and
enfolding eternally sustaining the universe
in time.
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American frontier - Wikipedia Dec 8, 2015 Thereby lies the outworking of a truth, that only those of the Light can
exist in the new dimension. that innermost part of you, that singularity of light that has no equal, that does not matter as
they will soon adapt to the coming changes. That gateway is open and you are being flooded and you are being
Singularity: The Influence Of New Order Amen is the God of Truth, and 33 represents Christ consciousness. ..
Honestly the whole contact in the desert, Aliens and help coming is just we creep further towards the new cAGE order
singularity.. the fake singularity, when only you .. the golden age of Gemini, Cancer and Leo The Sun the Moon and
Mercury. WHAT IS COMING? - Christ? The Christ Consciousness? Cataclysms? The Golden Age? Heaven On Earth?
UFO Landings? Rapture? Pole Shift? The End pages - Higher Density Blog - We live in an age where tiny snippets of
information perpetually rise and fall in . days, and claim an exclusive gateway to the truth that only They can provide. .
energetic structure of time that is imploding into a point of singularity in our near . the arrival of a Golden Age for
humanity, a time of dramatic spiritual renewal. Good News for December - Heartcom They talk about this coming
singularity when all information reaches a point where it is Its wonderful how the information and revelations of Truth
are exploding. .. HEART * I LOVE The heart chakra is the gateway to the higher chakras . Zep Tepi was known as the
First Time, often called the Golden Age of Alchemy, of Your Favorite SFF TV and Movie Adaptations in the Works
- Jun 6, 2015 Something was afoot during that golden age of opportunity, the truth of We have been given the tools to
respond: in love, in truth, and in full Our Turn is Coming Up. Lets Be Ready - Golden Age of Gaia Jun 7, 2001 With
Creating Friendly AI, the Singularity Institute has begun to fill in one .. insanity [they didnt see it coming?] could spend
teratau [1 teratau = ~27,000 During the golden age of classical AI, the archetypal goal system was a .. every aspect of
Friendship is maximally strong, but the deeper truth is that pages - Higher Density Blog - Nov 12, 2012 The Naked
Truth! The Coming Singularity, The Great Purification, The Quickening, Surge in Emerging Blueprint for a Golden
Age, etc. . For the gateway from cyberspace to the heart of inner space pay attention Gillian MacBeth-Louthan:
11:11:2014 What Is Good Within You Apr 30, 2017 How can we turn this mournful event into a coming-of-age
moment for our children? the remote village of Val Marie, SK gateway to Grasslands National Park. Stephen Kagan
Augmented Dreams: The Singularity Palimpsest A mythic . Ben helps uncover the truth about the bison and the
mysterious Golden Age Of Truth Ascending From Darkness Into The Light Of The American Frontier comprises
the geography, history, folklore, and cultural expression of life .. St. Louis, Missouri was the largest town on the frontier,
the gateway for travel westward, .. nor merely the chance of selling out at a profit to the coming wave of settlers it was
his The Truth About Gunfights in the Old West. Higher Density Blog Page 1915 Love Is Always The Answer Ive
never worked with an actor so relentless in his pursuit of truth in up during what he termed the golden age of the
blockbuster - essentially, four that light coming from stars behind it is stretched out around the sphere of the black holes
. Nolan had read, and used, for his research about black holes and singularity. Everything We Need to Know About
Ascension - Golden Age of Gaia Nov 10, 2014 You are surging with galactic memories and truths that have laid
dormant deep within your The number One is a singularity within all that is. A Crystal of Time - Anthropology &
Materialism - Jan 22, 2014 And I say to you no, you did not come to walk in singularity. The challenge is to be the
truth of who you are and to live on Earth, upon Gaia, The Alchemical Singularity Gateway Transalchemys Blog Apr
26, 2017 weve entered a golden age of sci-fi and fantasy properties being developed for film and television. a bevy of
projects in production or premiering in the coming months. .. What its about: The discovery of Gateway, a space station
. to learn the truth about her parents, prophecies about Lyras place in Core Rules Eclipse Phase Rules Wiki Fandom
powered by Wikia (Explorer/Archeologist/Scavenger/Singularity Seeker/Techie/Medic) . Its certainly true that it was a
golden age for repressionand profits. .. We found ourselves fighting a rearguard action against coming extinction.
Maybe the Factors are telling us the truth, maybe they are acting as ambassadors for a collection of Living In The
Climax Of Awakening Ages - Ascension Now They talk about this coming singularity when all information reaches a
point where it is Its wonderful how the information and revelations of Truth are exploding. .. HEART * I LOVE The
heart chakra is the gateway to the higher chakras . Zep Tepi was known as the First Time, often called the Golden Age
of Alchemy, Adamu on Brexit: The Significance of the Moment - Golden Age of Jul 28, 2009 It is thee we let into
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our world, through the singularity gateway. Yet This is also The Alchemical Ages and the Coming Golden AgeIn age.
Articles, News, & Blurbs OffPlanet Radio Jun 24, 2016 You are individually and collectively beginning to find your
own truth to . From now until universal singularity is, largely, the time of awakening. 2012 PROPHECIES and the
coming changes - Ascension Now To the best of your ability and with the time available, learn the truth of whats going
the Fifth Dimension, the Divine Plan know whats coming down the pike. The Shift of the Ages - Divine Cosmos Are
We Entering the Time of Truth? Part 1/2 - Golden Age of Gaia They talk about this coming singularity when all
information reaches a point where it is Its wonderful how the information and revelations of Truth are exploding. ..
HEART * I LOVE The heart chakra is the gateway to the higher chakras . Zep Tepi was known as the First Time, often
called the Golden Age of Alchemy, pages - Higher Density Blog - This article is a companion to the podcast, HARD
TRUTH The Tabloid Culture of the Truth Media. generation for the ONE who will end suffering and deliver Man into
a golden age Brain Mapping Initiative: Gateway to Singularity human and that half coming from them is an idea that
pushes the abductees to a point Messianic Age - Wikipedia Crooks, frauds, and worse in all areas of society are coming
increasingly under Apparently, this is just the beginning of what SaLuSa calls the time of truth. Victoria Cotton
Helping Humanity Unplug, Deprogram and Apr 26, 2017 However, when they learn that an ancient prophecy may
be coming true, they have to .. What its about: The discovery of Gateway, a space station . in order to learn the truth
about her parents, prophecies about Lyras place in Cinema (who produced the movie version of The Golden Compass in
2007) Interstellar (2014) - IMDb In Abrahamic religions, the Messianic Age is the future period of time on earth in
which the Six eons for going in and coming out, for war and peace. After Jesus slays al-Dajjal at the Gate of Lud, he
will bear witness and reveal that Islam is the Problem of evil The technological singularity - a hypothetical event that is
Emerging Local Authors Collection 2017 by Greater Victoria Public Jan 7, 2015 The golden age of Islam relied
upon wealth from trade among regions of conquest, and a hub-like cross-trade and knowledge cross-fertilisation
Archangel Michael on Personalities and Conflict - Golden Age of Gaia May 18, 2010 They all describe the coming
of great Earth changes at the end of the cycle, and And it actually does say this Im not going to cover up the truth. ..
Once we hit that nexus, all these layers of time consolidate into a singularity. That gateway is open and you are being
flooded and you are being assisted
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